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Sauces  
 

 

Reduction sauces 

“Reduction—the process of simmering a liquid to concentrate its colour, aroma and flavour“ 

Most restaurant chefs use the reduction method of sauce making. It is a ‘reduction’ because each of the 
3 main ingredients are reduced (to enhance the flavour) before the next element is included. 

A simple way to remember how to produce classic French reduction sauces is to use the general ratio of 
2 : 4 : 6 parts or for small amounts of sauce, using tablespoons or mls.  It works on the principle of 2 
parts of an acid, usually vinegar (which cuts through the richness of meats or fish) to 4 parts of a 
flavoursome liquid (wine, juice, liqueur to create the basic flavour) to 6 parts of a stock (giving the 
savoury note).    Sometimes sugar is caramelised to create flavour and colour or shallots sautéed to 
create sweetness.  You can then add the flavours that you want to pair with the dish that you are 
cooking.  Some reductions require straining and some don’t!   The reduction can then be emulsified with 
cream or butter to create volume and richness.  The key to all of this is good quality well flavoured 
ingredients – i.e. a good sherry vinegar rather than malt that you would put on your fish and chips!     

Good wine goes without saying but the important thing is to get a balance of flavour.  So, if you just 
reduce a tannic red wine or a “marmite” stock – that is the taste you will get in your sauce.   Try to 
balance a mix of sweet and dry wines – so 2/3 Madeira with 1/3 dry white or 1/3 Cassis with 2/3 red 
wine.    Use a quality well rounded red wine like a Cabernet Sauvignon.   Equally fresh orange or apple 
juice makes a great sauce – alcohol is not essential – after all it is almost all removed by the cooking 
process! 

Adding the stock element is optional.  We make our stocks because we have the time and ingredients.  
You can buy good quality liquid or jellied stocks in most countries or make your own (see stock section 
at the end!)   Again, remember as you reduce any liquid, the predominant flavour will become stronger. 
Only meat and fish stocks will have a gelatinous quality - so often richness and shine are created by 
adding in cold butter or cream at the end of the process.  (Vegans could use tahini or agar agar) 

A couple of facts:  a sauce reduced quickly will be flatter-tasting and less flavoursome than a sauce 
reduced slowly.  Reducing the alcohol first (or separately) and then adding the stock will result in about 
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1% alcohol in your sauce – reducing the two together will result in about 3% - believe it or not - you 
actually want lower alcohol in a sauce to get the best result!  Saying that, it is always good to add a 
teaspoon of the wine, brandy etc. back into the sauce at the end to keep the integrity of the flavour! 

All of the above can be varied – and there are some ideas further along…..but first the basic recipes that 
you can adapt to suit your taste.  The sauces can all be made well in advance and finished as required   

Using the 2:4:6 tablespoon ratio plus 100g of butter, you should get about 150mls of strong, rich sauce, 
enough for 4-6 people.       

Classic beurre blanc 
A simple buttery sauce that is so versatile that it works with meat, fish or vegetarian dishes. 

1 shallot or white onion finely chopped  
1 bay leaf / 5 black, white or pink peppercorns 
20-40* mls / 1-2 tbs of white wine vinegar  
80 mls / 4 tbs dry white wine or vermouth or a 2/3rd:1/3rd or a mix of both 
120 mls /6 tbs fish, chicken or vegetable stock 
40 ml single cream or crème fraiche (optional) 
25 g cold diced butter per person to thicken and enrich the sauce 

Simple red wine sauce reduction 
1 shallot or white onion finely chopped 
Knob of butter to sauté the shallot 
1 bay leaf / 5 black, white or pink peppercorns 
40 mls / 2 tbs of red wine vinegar 
80 mls / 4 tbs red wine or Madeira or Port or a 1/3rd:2/3rd mix of both 
120 ml / 6 tbs chicken, veal, beef or vegetable stock (depending on what you are cooking) 
25 g cold diced butter per person to thicken and enrich the sauce 

Sauce au Poire et Madere 
1 shallot or white onion finely chopped 
Knob of butter to sauté the shallot 
40 ml / 2 tbs white wine vinegar (or vinegar from your pickles – see our pickling recipes!) 
80 ml / 4 tbs Madeira wine 
120 ml / 6 tbs light stock (duck, chicken or veal) 
Finely chopped pickled or fresh pear 
25 g chilled butter per person 

Tomato cream sauce 
1 shallot or white onion finely chopped  
1 bay leaf / 5 black, white or pink peppercorns 
20-40* mls / 1-2 tbs of red wine vinegar  
80 mls / 4 tbs dry white wine 
120 mls /6 tbs chopped fresh, canned or passata 
1tbs of tomato paste 
1 tsp sugar 
80 ml single cream or crème fraiche to enrich the sauce (butter is not really necessary but do  
add more cream for volume as you require. 

Method: 
Melt a knob of butter in a small pan, soften the shallot or white onion 
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Add a bay leaf and the peppercorns  

Once the shallot is softened, add the vinegar and reduce by 2/3rds 

Add the liquid / wine and reduce again by 2/3rds 

Add the stock and reduce by 1/2 until you have a syrupy sauce 

Add 2 tbs of cream to emulsify the butter (leave this out if you don’t want creamy sauce) 

Now you have a basic reduction, strain it through a sieve, pushing it through to extract all the flavour 
from the shallot 

When you are ready to serve simply warm the sauce and whisk in small chunks (1cm) of frozen butter. 
The amount of butter depends on how much sauce you want - 100g is adequate for 6 people. 

Sauce Bigarade (Classic sauce for duck a l’Orange) 
25 g sugar 
40 mls / 2 tbs* red wine vinegar 
Juice of a large orange c80 mls / 4 tbs 
Zest of the orange    
Bay leaf 
120 mls/ 6 tbs light stock (chicken, duck or veal) 
25 g chilled chopped butter per person 

A slightly different method, using a “gastrique” or savoury caramel: 
Sprinkle the sugar in the bottom of a heavy pan.   

Heat on a medium heat until it slowly melts and forms a caramel (around 5 mins).   

Add the vinegar and stir to combine.  The vinegar will break down the caramel, so don’t worry if it 
doesn’t blend immediately. Cook slowly until most of the sharp vinegary smell has gone (around 10-15 
mins) – don’t stir! 

Add the orange juice and reduce by 2/3rds (around 30 mins) 

Add the stock and reduce by ½ until the sauce is like a thick dark syrup (around 40 mins) 

When ready to serve, whisk in a little chilled butter a bit at a time until it is thick and glossy.   

Be careful it could split if it boils. If it becomes too thick, loosen with a little warm water 

Red pepper coulis, an emulsified sauce 
This recipe provides a tasty and colourful addition to any vegetable dish.  It works with chicken and 
poultry and can be used as a base for Gazpacho.  

60 ml of neutral vegetable oil or to taste (sunflower, rapeseed, grapeseed – not peanut!) 
2 large whole red peppers (or yellow but never green peppers)  
Red wine vinegar and salt 

Keeping the peppers whole, rub with a little oil and bake until skins blacken and blister - around 15 mins 

Put aside in a bowl and cover with plastic wrap to cool.  When cool, gently pull out the stalk and core 
and remove any pips.   Remove the blistered skin and strain any remaining liquid over the peppers.   

Blend the remaining pepper with 1-2 tbs of red wine vinegar and salt to taste.  (Add a little sugar if 
vinegar is too strong)    

Slowly add the oil in a stream while blending until you get an emulsion, you will see the colour change.  
The puree should be thick enough not to run off the plate (pour a teaspoonful on a plate and swirl). 
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Tips! 
* Vinegar varies so much in strength, so if using a strong vinegar like cider start with 1tbsp, taste the 
sauce at the end of the process and you can always add a little more or some lemon juice to create 
more acidity. 

Keep a box of frozen butter pieces in the freezer to use as required. 

You can make larger quantities of the reduction to freeze, then add the butter to serve.  The whole 
sauce can be frozen -warm gently to avoid it splitting; add butter to “bring it back”. 

For a true cream sauce, leave out the frozen butter and add single or double cream; reduce to the 
consistency that you require. Crème fraiche is best to use as it will not curdle or split if you overcook it – 
however, the flavour will be more acidic. 

Adding a squeeze of lemon juice at the end will lift a cream sauce and make it less “cloying”. 

If a sauce is too “boney” because of a strong stock; add a splash of brandy or Armagnac 

If you wish, you can add a ¼ tsp of cornflour & 1 tsp water, bring the sauce to the boil for a few seconds 
which will ensure that the sauce does not split – not chef-y but safe! 

Variations: 

Options at the vinegar stage 
Choose your vinegar based on the flavour that you want…. red wine, white wine, cider, sherry, shallot, 
tarragon, rice wine, Pedro Ximenez, (Balsamic can be strong and influence the colour so best with beef). 
You can add ½ star anise, a couple of split cardamom pods, tarragon, fennel seeds, a splash of Pernod, 
thyme, garlic with white wine sauces, depending on what you are cooking to add in a further layer of 
flavour.   Juniper berries, thyme, rosemary, sage, mixed peppercorns for red wine sauces 

Options at the wine stage  
Mix your wines  – remember that red wine can be very “tannin” so reducing it will make it more so – 
combine with other sweeter wines or liqueurs will help to soften the flavour…… 
Orange juice, Cointreau, Grand Marnier for Sauce Bigarade – duck a l’Orange...or plums with star anise 
(an Asian take…). Apple juice, pear or apple cider or Calvados for pork dishes - add some finely chopped 
apple, pear or plum at the end.  Port, Madeira, Armagnac, Brandy, Crème de Cassis, Cherry liqueur, 
prunes, redcurrant jelly for dark meats like beef, lamb or venison - add some whole blackberries, 
cherries, crushed juniper berries or peppercorns.  Pastis, vermouth like Noilly Prat, sparkling wine or 
champagne, grape juice, saffron for fish and shellfish - add some fresh green grapes, fennel tops.  
Tomato juice, chopped fresh tomatoes, sautéed mushrooms, Dijon mustard, tarragon for chicken, 
rabbit, lamb and really most meats! 

When you use a fruit, vegetable or herb, keep a few pieces back to add at the last minute as a fresh 
garnish to vary the textures and not end up with a lot of mushy bits in your sauce! 

Options at the stock stage 
You do not have to add stock as you can stop at the wine stage and emulsify or “volumise” with butter 
or cream.   However, a gelatinous stock make with bones will make the sauce rich and glossy and impart 
the meaty rich flavour which makes a true French sauce.  Use any stocks that pairs well with your dish - 
chicken, duck, guinea fowl, vegetable, herb or just water - light chicken stock generally works well with 
fish if you don’t have a fish stock. 

Be generous with the vegetables and aromatics in quantity and quality and never add salt - making a 
stock does take time and good ingredients – a chicken carcass – roasted or boiled, beef bones and 
trimmings, fish bones – all simmered gently with aromatic vegetables make the best stocks – leek or 
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onion and carrots for sweetness, celery, celeriac or other roots for depth of flavour – bay leaf, thyme or 
other (ideally) fresh herbs -  save your parsley stalks! 

Pack it all tight!  A single tea bag will not make a large pot of tea!  Pack the ingredients into your pot and 
add water to just cover – as the bones or veg become uncovered add more water to impart the flavour.   
Top up the water to keep everything covered but don’t over dilute! 

Find the “tremulous simmer” and keep it going - Stock should cook with a gentle simmer whereby the 
bubbles just tremble the surface every few seconds.  Rapid boiling will make it cloudy and may release a 
bitter flavour.  Watch the surface and skim off any scum or fat with a slotted spoon. 

Timing - ideally a rich beef or lamb stock can take 4-5 hours, a chicken stock 2-3 hours.  Fish stocks 
should never simmer for more than 20 minutes as the calcium from the bones will cause bitterness.  
Saying this – it is better to brown the bones from your pork chops or your left-over chicken roast – add 
some water and vegetables and cook it for whatever time you have than not to make use of them at all.  
It all comes down to your time and space!   When using pork bones from a chop or small game birds like 
quail, we find an hour is usually sufficient. 

The final stage - is to strain the liquid through a sieve with a layer of kitchen towel to remove any 
impurities and then let it cool in the fridge – then remove any cold fat which rises to the surface.   Ideally 
you want a clear almost crystal liquid which can then be reduced in a pan to your preferred 
concentration and taste.   Our stocks are like a loose part set jelly, which we store in clean jars in the 
fridge or freezer until required. 

Options for thickening sauces 
It is very “chef-y” to thicken your sauces with butter and cream butter as sometimes we don’t want to 
eat quick such rich foods on a day to day basis - don’t be afraid to add extra liquid and thicken your 
sauce with corn flour (starch) like my mother did and I often still do! 

Another method is with a “beurre manie”.  You blend together equal amounts of butter and flour to a 
paste – roll it into a sausage shape about the size of your finger, wrap it and freeze it.  Each time you 
want to thicken a sauce – cut off little frozen slices and whisk these into the warm sauce a little at a time 
until you get the consistency that you require.  You will use far less butter but your sauce won’t be as 
shiny! 
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